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Topological nodal superconductors possess gapless low energy excitations that are characterized
by point or line nodal Fermi surfaces. In this work, using a coupled wire construction, we study
topological nodal superconductors that have protected Dirac nodal points. In this construction, the
low-energy electronic degrees of freedom are confined in a three dimensional array of wires, which
emerge as pairing vortices of a microscopic superconducting system. The vortex array harbors
an antiferromagnetic time-reversal and a mirror glide symmetry that protect the massless Dirac
fermion in the single-body non-interacting limit. Within this model, we demonstrate exact-solvable
many-body interactions that preserve the underlying symmetries and introduce a finite excitation
energy gap. These gapping interactions support fractionalization and generically lead to non-trivial
topological order. We also construct a special case of N = 16 Dirac fermions where corresponding the
gapping interaction leads to a trivial E8 topological order that is closely related to the cancellation
of the large gravitational anomaly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Soon after the discovery of the topological band
insulators1,2, generalizing the topological phases to vari-
ous materials has been one of the most popular themes in
condensed matter physics3–6. One intensively considered
path of extending the topological phases is to consider the
topological properties of semimetallic phases. Topologi-
cal semimetallic phases possess a bulk degeneracy that is
protected by the presence of an underlying topology. Up
to now, the 3D topological semimetals are largely clas-
sified into the two classes: Weyl semimetals and Dirac
semimetals. Weyl semimetals have two-fold linear band
crossings and generally come in two interconnected vari-
eties, namely type-1 and type-2. Type-1 Weyl semimetals
have either broken time-reversal or inversion symmetry
and have been found in non-centrosymmetric materials
such as: TaAs7, TaP, NbP, and NbAs8,9. Type-2 Weyl
semimetals possess an additional broken Lorentz invari-
ance and both MoTe2
10,11 and WTe2
12,13 are observed
to be the type-2 Weyl semimetals14. Weyl semimet-
als have been predicted to have numerous distinguishing
physical responses related to the presence of the chiral
anomaly15–17. Examples of anomalous behavior in Weyl
semimetals include: nonlocal quasiparticle transport18,
chiral magnetic effect19–21, chiral vortical effect22, angu-
lar dependence of the magenetoresistence23,24.
Unlike the Weyl semimetals, the Dirac semimetals have
four-fold degeneracy and require additional symmetries
for the topological protection of the gapless bulk Dirac
point. Most Dirac semimetals are found in non-magnetic
materials such as Na3Bi
25–28 and Cd3As2
19,29–40, that
preserve both time-reversal symmetry and inversion sym-
metry. Recently, the discovery of the Dirac semimet-
als has been extended to include the antiferromagnetic
material CuMnAs that breaks both inversion and time-
reversal symmetries yet preserves the product of the
two41. As is the case with Weyl semimetals, Dirac
semimetals are predicted to possess physical manifesta-
tions that are separate and distinct from those found in
Weyl semimetals or a Z2 anomaly28,42.
The study of the gapless topological phases can
be further generalized into the class of supercon-
ducting states, often referred to as topological nodal
superconductors43–46. The topological nodal supercon-
ductors are the superconducting analogue of the topolog-
ical semimetals. The topological nodal superconductors
possess nodal points or lines in the Brillouin zone(BZ),
which has the vanishing superconducting gap. There
has been numerous experimental and theoretical stud-
ies of the line nodal superconductors such as noncen-
trosymmetric superconductors including: CePt3Si
47,48,
Li2Pt3B
49, and CeIrSi3
50, and the heavy fermion com-
pounds, UBe13
51. Point nodal superconductors, of-
ten referred to as Weyl superconductors, are also pro-
posed to exist in a veritable plethora of materials
and systems including: A phase of 3He52–54, topologi-
cal insulator-superconductor multilayers55, doped Weyl
semimetals56–60, the B phase of UPt3
61, the pnictide
material SrPtAs62, ferromagnetic superconductors63,
the superfluidity of Fermi gases64,65, mirror symmet-
ric superconductors66, the half-metal/d-wave supercon-
ductor heterostructure67, Nb-doped Bi2Se3
68–70, the Cu-
doped Bi2Se3
71–73, PrOs4Sb12
74–76. CuxBi2Se3 has been
predicted to have the four-fold degenerate Dirac points,
which is known as the Dirac superconductor73. As is evi-
denced in the above listed examples, topological nodal su-
perconductors are often found in the strongly-correlated
materials since the anisotropic pairing symmetries in the
unconventional superconductors naturally introduces the
nodal structures of the superconducting gap46. There-
fore, it is crucial to study the strongly correlated phases
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2of the nodal superconductors to fully understand the
physical behavior of these materials.
In this regard, we study the superconductor analogue
of the Dirac semimetals, namely Dirac nodal supercon-
ductors, in the presence of many-body interactions. To
do so, we utilize the coupled wire construction method.
In the coupled wire construction, the two and three di-
mensional phases of matter can be constructed by as-
sembling an array of one dimensional wires. In this
method, the many-body interactions are treated between
neighboring wires, thereby it enables us to use the the-
oretical techniques that are only available in one dimen-
sion. This method has successfully reproduced and iden-
tified elementary excitations and behaviors of the nu-
merous topological phases. In the two dimensional ma-
terials, the examples include the Laughlin states77 and
the hierarchy states78 of the fractional quantum Hall
phases79, general Abelian and non-Abelian fractional
quantum Hall phases80–83, fractional helical liquid84,
2D fractional topological insulators85–89, topological
superconductors90,91 the surface of fractional topological
insulator87,89, and the spin-liquids92–94. The studies of
the coupled wire construction even extend to the three-
dimensional materials including 3D fractional topological
phases95–97, interacting Weyl semimetals98–101, the sur-
face of 3D topological superconductor102, and interacting
Dirac semimetals103.
A. Summary of Results
In this work, we construct the many-body gapping po-
tentials that generate a finite energy gap while preserv-
ing the underlying symmetries. In the presence of the
many-body interactions, we find the emergence of the
non-trivial topological orders. We begin our discussion
in Section II where we detail our construction the cou-
pled wire model of a Dirac nodal superconductor in three
spatial dimensions by assembling a vortex array in a mi-
croscopic superconductor within the continuum limit. In
the continuum model, the massless Dirac fermions are
protected by the combination of: local time-reversal sym-
metry, particle-hole symmetry and glide mirror symme-
try. By introducing the array of superconducting pair-
ing vortices, the low-energy electronic degrees of freedom
manifest as (1+1)-D chiral Dirac fermions that are local-
ized along vortex lines (also referred to as Dirac strings).
Each Dirac string is coupled via single-body tunneling
with the adjacent strings, and the couplings reconstruct
the Dirac nodal superconductor within the context of
the coupled wire model. This anisotropic Dirac nodal
superconducting model is protected by the same set of
symmetries except time-reversal now becomes non-local
and antiferromagnetic. This re-construction enables us
to study many-body interactions in three dimensions us-
ing bosonization techniques.
With our introduction to the single body physics of
the coupled wire methodology complete, in Section III
we introduce the many-body interactions that preserve
all the underlying symmetries. The basic strategy that
we follow in this work is based on the bi-partitioning the
SO(2N) Kac-Moody current consisting of N chiral Dirac
fermions along a vortex (see equation (31)). For even N ,
the symmetric gapping interaction can be facilitated by
a simple separation SO(2N)1 ∼ SO(N)1 × SO(N)1 of
Dirac channels. The model admits a single-body mean-
field mass gap, which reflects its trivial topology under
the Z2 classification. On the other hand, due to the pres-
ence of the aforementioned symmetries, the odd N case
requires a non-trivial string decomposition that involves
the level-rank duality SO(9)1 ∼ SO(3)3 × SO(3)3. Con-
sequently, the gapping interactions in the case of odd N
lead to fractionalization and non-trivial topological order.
In both situations, the gapping potentials are constructed
by backscattering the divided Kac-Moody currents to op-
posite directions between adjacent strings. This results
in a finite energy gap while preserving all the underlying
symmetries of our model.
Interestingly, when N = 16, we find a special form
of the decomposition, SO(32) ∼ E8 × E8, that utilizes
the E8 unimodular lattice. We find that this decomposi-
tion results in the many-body interaction that has trivial
topological order. In an effort to understand this result
more clearly, in Section IV, we utilize modular transfor-
mations confirm the presence of a topologically trivial
phase results from this decomposition is reflected by the
cancellation of the large gravitational anomaly. Thereby,
the absence of the gravitational anomaly signals the topo-
logically trivial many-body gapping potential104–110.
II. COUPLED WIRE MODELS OF DIRAC
NODAL SUPERCONDUCTOR
In this section, we describe the single-body aspects
of the Dirac nodal superconductor in terms of a cou-
pled wire model. This mirrors the discussions of the
non-interacting model in ref. 111. The major difference
between our work and previous implementations of the
coupled wire constructions of topological phenomena is
that in this work we focus on superconducting media
that break charge U(1) conservation. The basic building
blocks of the coupled wire model are chiral Dirac wires.
These are (1 + 1)-D Dirac fermion channels where quasi-
particles can only propagate in a single direction. They
can be supported by an array of vortices in a degenerate
point nodal superconductor in the continuum model. In
our model, the nodal superconducting state has a normal
metallic parent state that is quasi-one-dimensional with
dispersion predominantly in the y-direction and pairing
order that is p-wave directed along the normal xz-plane.
The Hamiltonian of the nodal superconductor in the con-
tinuum limit is given as,
HSC−nodal(k) = (~vkysyµz − f )τz
+ ∆l(k˜xsz − k˜zsx)µxτx, (1)
3and is acting on the Nambu vector ξ = (c, isyc
†)T , where
c = (csµ) are the (complex) Dirac fermion annihilation
operators, and s =↑, ↓ and µ = ± are the Pauli matrices
for the spin and Weyl-species degrees of freedom respec-
tively. In addition, ~τ = (τx, τy, τz) are Pauli matrices
acting on the Nambu (c, c†) degree of freedom.
The model in Eq. (1) can be further simplified by
the unitary basis transformation, U = (τz + syµyτx)/
√
2
when the momenta are rescaled so that ∆lk˜ = ~vk, and
the Fermi energy is set at f = 0. Under these afore-
mentioned conditions, we define a new, simplified super-
conducting Hamiltonian HSC−Dirac = UHSC−nodalU−1,
written explicitly as,
HSC−Dirac(k) = ~vk · ~sµzτz, (2)
where ~s = (sx, sy, sz) are Pauli spin matrices and µz =
±1 indexes the two Weyl species with opposite Chern
numbers.
The BdG Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) has the time-reversal
symmetry,
syHSC−Dirac(k)∗sy = HSC−Dirac(−k), (3)
and the particle-hole symmetry syτyH(k)
∗syτy =
−H(−k) due to the Nambu doubling. In addition, we
consider the effective mirror glide symmetry,
szτyHSC−Dirac(k)szτy = HSC−Dirac(Mk), (4)
where M : (kx, ky, kz) → (kx, ky,−kz). The mirror-glide
G = szτy is consistent with the Nambu doubling as it
commutes with the particle-hole operator Ξ = syτyK,
where K is the complex conjugation operator. The mir-
ror glide G and time-reversal T = isyK also mutually
commute. While a symmorphic mirror operator squares
to −1 in a spinful system, a nonsymmorphic glide opera-
tor squares to −eiK·a, where a is a microscopic in-plane
lattice translation. In our model, we assume the Dirac de-
generacy sits at the microscopic lattice momentum K so
that eiK·a = −1, and the Hamiltonian (1) describes the
small momentum deviation k away from K in the long
length-scale limit a→ 0. The time-reversal and particle-
hole operator are unaltered by the basis transformation,
U , but the glide symmetry changes from G = −sxµy to
G = szτy. For mathematical convenience, we will utilize
the non-electronic basis where the BdG Hamiltonian is
Eq. (2) and G = szτy.
The time-reversal and particle-hole symmetry allow
the gap-opening mass terms ∆µzτx + m1τx + m2µxτz
but neither of these terms preserves the glide symme-
try. We notice in passing that these glide breaking
mass terms can lead to a set of interesting topologi-
cal superconducting states in the Altland-Zirnbauer DIII
class112. A non-vanishing energy gap arises when |∆| 6=√
m21 +m
2
2 and there are three disconnected regions sep-
arated by the condition where |∆| =
√
m21 +m
2
2. The
two disconnected regions defined by ∆ >
√
m21 +m
2
2 and
∆ < −
√
m21 +m
2
2 are occupied by time-reversal sym-
metric topological superconductors113,114 with topolog-
ical indices N = 1 and −1 respectively. The remain-
ing region |∆| <
√
m21 +m
2
2 is path-connected and is
occupied by trivial superconductors with topological in-
dex N = 0. However, the region |∆| <
√
m21 +m
2
2 is
not simply-connected. There is a fundamental homo-
topy group pi1 = Z, which classifies vortices of m(r) =
m1(r)+im2(r) = |m|eiϕ(r) where the phase ϕ(r) spatially
modulates and winds 2pin around a vortex. A vortex line
hosts n pairs of helical Majorana fermions modes, which
are protected by time-reversal symmetry when n is odd.
We now restrict our model to be the mirror glide sym-
metric. The nodal superconducting Dirac state in Eq.
(2) is stable in the single-body setting and is protected by
time-reversal symmetry, T , and mirror-glide symmetry,
G. This can be verified by explicitly checking that there
are no symmetry-preserving gap-opening mass terms. Al-
ternatively, this can also be explained using topological
reasoning that does not require the specific form of the
Hamiltonian. Let us begin by focusing on the mirror-
glide symmetric kx − ky plane where kz = 0. Along this
plane, the BdG Hamiltonian commutes with the mirror-
glide operator G = szτy and, thus, can be block diagonal-
ized according to the corresponding mirror-glide eigenval-
ues g = ±1. Since G commutes with both time-reversal
symmetry and particle-hole symmetry, each mirror sector
also carries the same symmetries. Each sector consists of
a protected pair of massless Majorana fermions in two
dimensions – equivalent to those living on the surface of
a class DIII topological superconductor113,114 with topo-
logical index N = ±2(See Figure 1 (a))., where the sign
depends on the mirror-glide eigenvalue, g. Unlike the
topological surface state which is anomalous, the nodal
superconducting state here does not require a higher di-
mensional bulk. This is because of the following two rea-
sons: First, the winding numbers of the two mirror-glide
sectors are opposite to one another and cancel. Second,
the mirror-glide symmetry, G, is nonsymmorphic and as
such squares to the translation phase eik·a, where a is the
microscopic in-plane lattice vector that has been taken to
zero as a continuum limit. Consequently, the spectrum of
G is ±eik·a/2 instead of ±1. The two eigenvalue branches
connect and switch in momentum space across the micro-
scopic Brillouin zone when k → k + G, where G is the
reciprocal lattice vector dual to a (i.e. G · a = 2pi). As
a result, the two mirror-glide sectors are not decoupled
as they also connect and switch at large momentum and
small length-scale (See Figure 1 (b)). We notice the re-
semblance to the charge conserving Dirac (semi)metal,
which is protected by time-reversal and screw rotation
symmetries111. We refer to the current case as a Dirac
nodal superconductor in three dimensions.
As the nodal points in the 3D Dirac topological su-
perconductor are topologically protected, we now define
and evaluate a topological mirror-glide winding invariant.
Since both the time-reversal and particle-hole operators
commute with the mirror-glide matrix G, so does the chi-
4FIG. 1. (a) The energy spectrum of Dirac nodal supercon-
ductor along the mirror symmetric plane(kz = 0). The Dirac
nodal superconductor is protected by non-trivial mirror wind-
ing (blue curve) around the nodal point. (b) The same dis-
persion as (a) but now labeled with the mirror-glide eigen-
value(red and blue), g. Each mirror branch now connects at
higher momentum, and they switch each other.
ral operator, which is the product S = −iTΞ = τy. Let
v1sg and v
2
sg be two orthonormal simultaneous eigenvec-
tors of S and G with eigenvalues s = ±1 and g = ±1 re-
spectively. Then, we can define the projection operator,
P †sg = (v
1
sg,v
2
sg)
†, that maps onto the two-dimensional
fixed eigenvalue subspace. Since the BdG Hamiltonian
HSC−Dirac in Eq. (2) commutes with G on the kx − ky
plane and anticommutes with S, it can be summarized
by the two 2× 2 matrices
h(+)(k‖) = P
†
−+HSC−Dirac(k‖)P++,
h(−)(k‖) = P
†
−−HSC−Dirac(k‖)P+− (5)
associated with the two distinct mirror sectors, where k‖
is the in-plane momentum. As the Hamiltonian is nodal
only at the Γ point, h(±)(k‖) is non-singular as long as
k‖ 6= 0. Therefore, the winding number of each sector is
defined to be the integral
N (±) =
1
2pii
∮
C
Tr
[
h(±)(k‖)−1∇k‖h(±)(k‖)
]
· dk‖ (6)
where C can be taken to be any (anti-clockwise) loop
around the origin on the momentum plane. This inte-
gral represents the same winding invariant that charac-
terizes the surface Majorana cone of a time-reversal in-
variant topological superconductor. This analysis con-
firms that along the mirror symmetric plane, the gapless
Majorana fermions corresponding to each mirror-glide
sector are equivalent to those on the surface of a time-
reversal invariant topological superconductor with index
N = ±2113. For the Dirac nodal superconductor in Eq.
(2), these winding numbers are N (+) = −N (−) = 2. The
two sectors must have opposite invariants as the overall
system is anomalous-free. In general, we define the mir-
ror winding number to be N = N (+) = −N (−). Since the
winding number in Eq. (6) must be an integer and cannot
change continuously, a nodal superconductor with non-
trivial mirror winding is topological protected as long as
the symmetries are preserved. It is important to note
that the glide mirror symmetry in our model squares to
1, which is different from the conventional mirror symme-
try in a spinful system. If G2 = −1 (up to a translation),
the eigenvalues of G are ±i. In this case, we can define
the mirror wining number of G = +i and G = −i sectors
respectively. However T flips between the two sectors of
G. Therefore the winding number of the G = +i branch
must be equal to that of the G = −i branch. So the net
winding number is now non-zero. As a result, the Dirac
nodal superconductor must be anomalous, and as such it
can only appear at the boundary of a 4D bulk.
We now consider the presence of chiral Dirac vortices in
the 3D Dirac nodal superconductor that break both the
time-reversal and mirror-glide symmetries. Each of these
vortices host a single chiral (complex) Dirac fermion.
They constitute a three dimensional array of coupled
vortices that restores the symmetries in low-energy long
length-scale. The BdG defect Hamiltonian of the vor-
tex array consists of the nodal Hamiltonian in Eq. (2)
together with the symmetry breaking terms
HSC−Dirac(k, r) = ~vk · ~σµzτz
+ ∆1(r)τx + ∆2(r)µzτy. (7)
∆(r) = ∆1(r) + i∆2(r) is the order parameter that
acts independently on the two Weyl species labeled by
µz = ±1 and slowly modulates in space. When ∆(r) =
|∆|eiϕ(r) forms a vortex configuration in that its phase ϕ
spatially winds by 2pi around the defect line. Each Weyl
sector in the Hamiltonian supports a chiral (real) Ma-
jorana channel along the vortex lines. These are quasi-
one-dimensional structures that host gapless Majorana
fermion excitations. The Majorana fermions are local-
ized on the vortex line and they are chiral in the sense
that they can only propagate along a single direction.
The superconducting pairing potentials in Eq. (7) are
chosen so that the phases of the order parameter are con-
jugated between the two Weyl species. Together with the
fact that the two Weyl species have the opposite Chern
numbers, the pair of chiral Majorana channels supported
by them are propagating in the same direction and are
protected. For instance, electron tunnelings between the
pair are forward scattering processes that only renormal-
ize the velocity and cannot introduce a mass. The pair of
co-propagating Majorana fermions can be combined into
a single chiral Dirac fermion d ∼ γ+ + iγ−.
A periodic array of chiral Dirac vortices can be realized
by the pairing configuration
∆(r) = ∆0
sd(x+ iy)
|sd(x+ iy)| (8)
where sd is the (rescaled) Jacobian elliptic function115
with simple zeros and poles at p + iq and (p + 1/2) +
i(q+1/2) respectively, p, q are integers. Fig. 2 shows the
checker board lattice, and ex and ey form a lattice trans-
lational vector. We find that the phase ϕ of ∆ = |∆|eiϕ
winds by 2pi around each integral lattice point and −2pi
5TA
G
single chiral 
Dirac fermion
pair of chiral 
Majorana fermions=
x
y
z
t11
t1¯1
FIG. 2. Arrays of chiral Dirac channels that we use as a
basis for constructing the 3D nodal Dirac superconductor in
this work. The vortex array is symmetric under antiferro-
magnetic time-reversal TA and mirror-glide G. The vector
field represents the pairing phase of the host superconduct-
ing state. Each • and × represents a neutral Dirac fermion
channel parallel and opposite to the z-axis.
around a half-integral one. The vortex lines are directed
along z and form a checkerboard lattice along x and
y. Nearest neighbor vortices host counter-propagating
Dirac modes so that a right-moving chiral Dirac chan-
nel appears at (p, q) and a left-moving one appears at
(p+ 1/2, q+ 1/2). We choose ∆0 = |∆0|eipi/4 so that the
pairing order parameter transforms under
∆(r) = −∆(r+ ex) = −∆(r+ ey),
∆
(
r+
ex ± ey
2
)
= ±∆(r)∗. (9)
Although the pairing order parameter has periods (1, 1)
and (1,−1), the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (7) has finer artificial lattice translation sym-
metries tx, ty. The Hamiltonian symmetric under tx, ty
satisfies,
µyτyHSC−Dirac(k, r)µyτy = HSC−Dirac(k, r+ ex)
= HSC−Dirac(k, r+ ey). (10)
The Hamiltonian is symmetric under particle-hole oper-
ator, Ξ, and it follows the condition given as,
syτyHSC−Dirac(k, r)∗syτy = −HSC−Dirac(−k, r). (11)
Furthermore, our particular vortex geometry possesses
an antiferromagnetic time-reversal TA, which is a com-
bination of the time reversal T and a half-translation by
(ex + ey)/2.
syHSC−Dirac(k, r)∗sy = HSC−Dirac
(
−k, r+ ex + ey
2
)
.
(12)
The vortex array also possesses the mirror-glide symme-
try G, which combines mirror along the x− y plane with
a half-translation by (ex − ey)/2,
szτyHSC−Dirac(k, r)szτy
= HSC−Dirac
(
Mk,Mr+
ex − ey
2
)
, (13)
where we define the mirror symmetry operator as, M :
(x, y, z)→ (x, y,−z).
We now focus on the low-energy chiral Dirac modes
in the vortex array. Let dx,y,k be the chiral Dirac mode
at (x, y) with momentum kz = k. When x ≡ y modulo
2, dx,y,k = Rx,y,k propagates in the +z direction, and
when x ≡ y + 1 modulo 2, dx,y,k = Lx,y,k propagates in
the −z direction. R and L are respectively represented
by crosses and dots in Figure 2. Each is a combination
of a pair of chiral Majorana modes that are originated
from the two opposite Weyl species. R ∼ γ(+)R + iγ(−)R ,
where the sign refers to chirality of the original Weyl
species µz = ±1, and similar definitions extend to the
−z directed modes as L ∼ γ(+)L + iγ(−)L . Due to the
presence of the underlying symmetries in the system, the
Dirac fermions transform according to
t11Rx,y,kt
−1
11 = Rx+1,y+1,k, t1¯1Rx,y,kt
−1
1¯1
= Rx−1,y+1,k,
t11Lx,y,kt
−1
11 = Lx+1,y+1,k, t1¯1Lx,y,kt
−1
1¯1
= Lx−1,y+1,k,
TARx,y,kT
−1
A = Lx,y+1,−k, TALx,y,kT
−1
A = −Rx,y+1,−k,
GRx,y,kG
−1 = iL†x+1,y,−k, GLx,y,kG
−1 = iR†x+1,y,−k,
(14)
They form a representation that is consistent with the
symmetry algebra [O,O′] = 0 for O,O′ = TA, G, t11, t1¯1,
T 2A = (−1)F t11t1¯1 and G2 = t11t−11¯1 , where (−1)F is the
fermion parity operator and TA is antiunitary.(See Ap-
pendix A for the explicit form of the Dirac fermion op-
erators).
FIG. 3. (a) Schematic figure of the coupled wire model that
we use in this work. Each unit cell (as denoted by the dashed
black boxes) consists of a pair of counter-propagating Dirac
modes, labeled by red cross and purple dot. The black ar-
rows indicate tunneling amplitudes t1 and t2 between differ-
ent Dirac modes. (b) Energy spectrum of the BdG model (20)
of the coupled wire model. We find the two nodal points, K1
and K2, showing the massless Dirac dispersions.
Integrating out the gapped bulk modes far away from
the Fermi energy, the low-energy effective Hamiltonian
6can be written as
H||(k) = ~vfk
∑
x≡y
(
R†x,y,kRx,y,k − L†x+1,y,kLx+1,y,k
)
(15)
where vf is the Fermi velocity of the Dirac fermions.
When the wires are close to each other, there are finite
hybridizations between the Dirac modes. We add inter-
wire fermion quasiparticle tunneling terms in the [110]
and [11¯0] directions. The presence of these terms in our
model introduces an energy dispersion in the perpendic-
ular directions. The symmetry-preserving interwire hop-
ping terms can be written as,
H⊥,1(k) =
∑
x≡y
it1
(
L†x,y+1,k − L†x,y−1,k
)
Rx,y,k + h.c.,
(16)
H⊥,2(k) =
∑
x≡y
t2
(
L†x−1,y,k − L†x+1,y,k
)
Rx,y,k + h.c.
(17)
where the tunneling strengths t1 and t2 are real numbers.
In Figure 3(a), we schematically represent the physical
picture of the counter-propagating modes with the cor-
responding interwire hopping terms, t1 and t2 that ac-
count for the interwire tunneling resulting from the spa-
tial proximity between Dirac wires. By collecting the
interwire hopping terms in both directions, the Hamilto-
nian of the coupled wire model is
H =
∑
k
H||(k) +H⊥,1(k) +H⊥,2(k). (18)
The model is symmetric under lattice translations, anti-
ferromagnetic time-reversal, and mirror-glide symmetries
as:
t−1
11,1¯1
Ht11,1¯1 = T−1A HTA = G−1HG = H. (19)
After Fourier transform, the single-body system can be
captured by the BdG Hamiltonian in the momentum
space,
H = 1
2
∑
k1,k2,kz
ξ†kHBdG(k)ξk,
HBdG(k) =
(
H(k) 0
0 −σyH(−k)Tσy
)
, (20)
H(k) =
(
~vfkz q(k1, k2)
q(k1, k2)
∗ −~vfkz
)
,
where ξk = (Rk, Lk, L
†
−k,−R†−k)T is the Nambu vec-
tor, H(k) is the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (18), and
q(k1, k2) = it1(1− e−i(k1+k2)) + t2(e−ik1 − e−ik2). Here,
k1 is directed along the (11)-direction and k2 is along
the (1¯1)-direction. From this point forward, we set
~vf = t1 = t2 = 1 (in units of eV ) for simplicity but with-
out loss of generality. In analyzing our model, we find
that q(0, 0) = q(pi, pi) vanishes, therefore the Hamiltonian
in Eq. (18) possesses the two Weyl nodes at K1 = (0, 0, 0)
and K2 = (pi, pi, 0). We may write the low-energy expan-
sion of the Hamiltonian near each of the Weyl points as,
H(K1,2 + k) ≈(
kz −t1(k1 + k2)∓ it2(k1 − k2)
−t1(k1 + k2)± it2(k1 − k2) −kz
)
(21)
for small |k|  1. From Eq. (21), we find that the Hamil-
tonian is comprised of a pair of Weyl fermions with op-
posite chiralities and we plot the resulting energy spectra
in the low-energy limit in Figure 3(b).
Unlike the Weyl semimetals that has the charge con-
servation, our model is based on a charge breaking su-
perconducting medium. The Weyl fermions here are not
protected by the Chern number. This is because the
BdG Hamiltonian in Eq. (20) has two opposing diagonal
blocks. At each of the corresponding gap closing points
K1,2, there are two coinciding massless nodes in the BdG
description and they have opposite Chern numbers. In
fact, as the nodal points are inversion symmetric, where
K1,2 = −K1,2 (modulo reciprocal vectors), the particle-
hole symmetry forbids a non-vanishing net Chern num-
ber. As a result, the Weyl fermions, in the absence of the
symmetries, can acquire finite masses by the addition of
off-diagonal terms in the BdG Hamiltonian of Eq. (20).
However, these terms are absent in our model because
of the particle-hole, antiferromagnetic, and mirror-glide
symmetries:
ΞHBdG(k)
∗ = −HBdG(−k)Ξ,
TA(k)HBdG(k)
∗ = HBdG(−k)TA(k), (22)
G(k)HBdG(k) = HBdG(Mk)G(k),
where the Nambu vector transforms according to
ξ†k = Ξξ−k,
TAξkT
−1
A = TA(k)ξ−k, (23)
GξkG
−1 = G(k)ξMk,
where M is defined as M : (k1, k2, kz) → (k1, k2,−kz),
and the symmetry matrices are given by
Ξ = σyτy
TA(k) =
(
0 1 0 0
−e−i(k1+k2) 0 0 0
0 0 0 e−i(k1+k2)
0 0 −1 0
)
(24)
G(k) =
(
0 0 ie−ik2 0
0 0 0 −ieik1
−ieik1 0 0 0
0 ie−ik2 0 0
)
.
The gapless nodes atK1,2 are protected by the non-trivial
mirror winding number N(K1,2) = N
(+)(K1,2) = 1
defined in Eq. (6). The winding numbers are equal
at the two nodal momenta and, therefore, they add
up to the net non-trivial mirror winding number N =
7N(K1) + N(K2) = 2, which is identical to that of the
homogeneous superconducting Dirac parent state in Eq.
(2). In other words, the coupled wire model recovers the
Dirac nodal superconductor in low-energy limit.
Dirac nodal
superconductor
chiral vortices-ff
coupled wire model
chiral Dirac strings
(25)
We conclude this section by commenting the stability
of Dirac nodal superconductors in the single-body set-
ting. We first notice that the continuum model Hamil-
tonian, HSC−Dirac in Eq. (2), can be broken down into
two pieces according to the Weyl species µz. Each piece
corresponds to a Weyl nodal superconductor
HSC−Dirac = ±~vk · ~sτz, (26)
which is protected by time-reversal and glide symme-
tries and has the non-trivial mirror winding number
N = N (+) = −N (−) = 1. We are referring to Eq. (26) as
a “Weyl” nodal superconductor because the BdG nodal
point is fourfold degenerate, which is equivalent to two
distinct physical fermion degrees of freedom when the ar-
tificial Nambu doubling is taken away. This should not
be confused with a Weyl (semi)metal for the following
reasons: First, the nodal point is at k = 0, which is
a time-reversal invariant momentum, and the particle-
hole symmetry requires the Chern number of the BdG
bands around the nodal point to vanish. Second, the
BdG Hamiltonian cannot simply be a Nambu doubling
of a Weyl (semi)metal because there is no regularizable
charge preserving model with only one Weyl species.
kx
ky
E
kz
0
FIG. 4. The splitting of the two nodal Weyl points of a Dirac
nodal superconductor by the symmetry preserving perturba-
tion in Eq. (27).
A Weyl nodal superconductor is stable to all perturba-
tions because there is no symmetry preserving gapping
potentials and the nodal point is pinned by time-reversal.
On the other hand, a Dirac nodal superconductor is only
stable up to weak perturbation. While it is true that
there is no symmetry preserving potentials that can im-
mediately introduce an excitation energy gap, the two
nodal Weyl species can be split in momentum space. For
example, the following perturbation introduces the split.
HSC−Dirac = ~vk · ~sµzτz + usxµyτx, (27)
where the two nodal Weyl points split along the x-axis
(See Figure 4). Each nodal Weyl point is fourfold degen-
erate. The net Chern number of the BdG bands around
each nodal point is still trivial due to the glide symme-
try. Instead, it is protected by the mirror winding num-
ber N = 1, which is well defined as long as one stay in
one of the two glide eigenspaces. However, if the per-
turbation is big enough, the two nodal Weyl points can
be pushed to the boundary of the Brillouin zone, where
the glide eigenvalues switch. The two nodal Weyl points
will now have opposite mirror windings and can pair
annihilate. A Dirac nodal superconductor is therefore
stable against symmetry-preserving perturbations up to
u . hv/a, where a is the microscopic length scale of the
glide translation.
In a similar way as the continuum model, the cou-
pled wire model in Eq. (18) has two separated Weyl
nodes at K1 and K2 (see Figure 3(b)). They are pinned
by the (anti-ferromagnetic) time-reversal symmetry and
therefore the model is stable to single-body symmetry-
preserving perturbations to arbitrary strength. If we
dress the model with additional Dirac fermion flavors
d1, . . . , dN , there will be N nodal Weyl points at each
of the two high symmetry momenta K1 and K2. How-
ever, similar to the continuous case in Eq. (27), they can
now split in pairs. For example, We here illustrate the
case when there are N = 2 fermion flavors. The unper-
turbed Hamiltonian H = H(1) + H(2) is two decoupled
copies of the primitive one, where H(a) is identical to
Eq. (18) by substituting the fermions R,L with Ra, La.
We decompose the Dirac fermions d = R,L into Majo-
rana components da = (γa + iδa)/
√
2 and introduce the
symmetry-preserving dimerization
Hdimer = iu
∑
xy
γ1x,yγ
2
x,y+1 + δ
1
x,yδ
2
x,y+1. (28)
Then, the full BdG Hamiltonian can be written as,
HN=2BdG (k) =
(
HBdG(k) Hdimer(k)
Hdimer(k)
† HBdG(k)
)
, (29)
where HBdG(k) is the original N = 1 Hamiltonian given
in Eq. (20) and the off-diagonal term
Hdimer(k) =
iu
2

0 1 0 0
ei(k1+k2) 0 0 0
0 0 0 −ei(k1+k2)
0 0 −1 0
 (30)
dimerizes between the two flavors.
Figure 5 and 6 shows the dimerized energy spectrum.
For small u, the nodal Weyl points pairwise split along
8FIG. 5. The BdG energy spectrum of the dimerized system in
Eq. (29) along the ky-direction (i.e. k1 = k2) for dimerization
strength u = 0, 2.5, 4, 5 and t1 = t2 = 1.
FIG. 6. The BdG energy spectrum of the dimerized system
in Eq. (29) over the entire Brillouin zone. As the two nodal
Weyl points split in the momentum space, they meet with
the other Weyl nodes with the opposite chirality and pair-
annihilate each other. This insulator transition confirms the
Z2 classification of our model.
the diagonal ky-axis where k1 = k2. The system remains
gapless until the Weyl points originated from opposite
momenta K1,2 meet. This happens in a system with
u = 4t1 = 4t2 at (k1, k2) = (pi/2, pi/2) and (−pi/2,−pi/2),
where Weyl points with opposite mirror windings pair up
into quadratic band touching. A finite excitation energy
gap opens when u > 4t1 = 4t2. In the general situation,
the coupled wire model with N flavors is stable against
any perturbation with strength u . t1, t2. If N is odd,
there is always an odd number of nodal Weyl points at
each of the high symmetry momenta K1,2 due to time
reversal. They are robust against all single-body pertur-
bations with arbitrary strength. As a result, the nodal
coupled wire models are therefore Z classified for weak
perturbation and Z2 classified for strong ones.
III. SYMMETRY PRESERVING MANY-BODY
GAPPING INTERACTIONS
In the previous section, we discussed the Dirac nodal
superconductor under the single-body BCS mean-field
description. In the low-energy limit, the nodal system
was captured by the coupled-wire model in Eq. (18),
which exhibited a pair of massless Weyl fermions located
at two time reversal invariant momenta K1,2. The mass-
less Weyl fermions are protected by the antiferromag-
netic time-reversal TA, mirror-glide G as well as lattice
translation t11, t1¯1 symmetries in Eq. (14). In general,
a nodal point is Z-classified by the mirror-glide wind-
ing number in Eq. (6), which counts the number (or
net handedness) of massless Weyl fermions. This may
be constructed by stacking N copies of the fundamental
model in Eq. (18). This means that each vortex line
now hosts, in general, a number of co-propagating chiral
Dirac fermions da = Ra or La, where a is the flavor in-
dex that runs from 1 to N . The massless Weyl fermions
are stable against the single-body symmetry preserving
perturbations until they pair annihilate. If N is odd, the
anitferromagnetic time-reversal symmetry pins at least
one massless Weyl node at each of the two high symme-
try K points in the Brillouin zone. As the Weyl node
cannot move, they are robust even against pair annihila-
tion. Under this non-interacting setup, in this section, we
are interested in finding many-body interactions that in-
troduces a finite excitation energy gap, for both even and
odd flavor number N , while preserving the antiferromag-
netic time-reversal, mirror-glide and lattice translation
symmetries.
Our strategy is based on the coupled-wire construction
presented in ref. 102. It relies on a bipartition of degrees
of freedom on each vortex line. The degrees of freedom of
the 2N chiral Majorana fermions γa, δa, which pair into
the Dirac fermions da = (γa + iδa)/
√
2 for a = 1, . . . , N ,
are summarized by the SO(2N) Kac-Moody current al-
gebra at level 1 (also referred to as affine Lie algebra
or Wess-Zumino-Witten theory). The strategy is to de-
compose the current algebra into a pair of identical and
decoupled components
SO(2N)1 ∼ GA × GB , (31)
where GA,B are also affine Kac-Moody algebras and they
act on decoupled Hilbert spaces HA,B . The decomposi-
tion in Eq. (31) is also known as conformal embedding
in the conformal field theory context116. The current op-
erators JA,B in GA,B can be expressed as combinations
of products of the chiral fermions. For the most part in
this paper, except for the E8 algebra that we introduce in
chapter III C, the current operators are fermion bilinears.
For example, the SO(N )1 current operators for a (1+1)D
system of N chiral Majorana fermions ψ1, . . . , ψN are
Jab = iψ
aψb (32)
for 1 ≤ a < b ≤ N . Therefore, the many-body interac-
tions, being two-body for the most part in this paper, are
constructed by backscattering the A and B currents to
neighboring vortex lines that counter-propagate in oppo-
site directions, for example in the y and −y directions.
Hint = u
∑
xy
JAx,y · JBx,y+1, (33)
where u is the interaction strength. Figure 7 shows the
schematic representation of the decomposition and the
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FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the many-body gap-
ping interactions by interwire current backscatterings. The
N Dirac fermions per wire are divided into a pair of G affine
Kac-Moody current algebras. (a) shows the current backscat-
terings in the 3D system viewed along the wire z-direction.
(b) shows the current backscatterings on a single yz layer.
interwire backscattering terms. As the A and B sectors
are decoupled, the backscattering terms do not compete
and, in strong-coupling, they introduce a finite many-
body energy gap. Moreover, the decomposition in Eq.
(31) will be designed explicitly in a way so that the cur-
rent backscattering interactions in Eq. (33) preserve all
of the symmetries present in the non-interacting con-
struction.
The partition scheme in Eq. (31) is separated into two
cases depending on whether the number N of chiral Dirac
fermions per line is even or odd. When N = 2r is even,
the current algebra can be split in a pair of Dirac bundles
SO(2N)1 ∼ SO(2r)A1 × SO(2r)B1 (34)
that split the Dirac fermions into two groups d1, . . . , dr
and dr+1, . . . , d2r. When N = 2r + 1, it may be tempt-
ing to decompose the chiral Majorana, γa and δa into two
groups. However, as the γs and δs transform differently
under the aforementioned symmetries, there is no bipar-
tition such that SO(2N)1 ∼ SO(2r+ 1)A1 ×SO(2r− 1)B1
that leads to symmetry-preserving backscattering inter-
actions. We will focus on the special case when N = 9 =
3 × 3. Here, there is an alternative way of decomposing
the current algebra
SO(18)1 ∼ SO(9)γ1 × SO(9)δ1
∼
[
SO(3)γ,A3 × SO(3)δ,A3
]
×
[
SO(3)γ,B3 × SO(3)δ,B3
]
, (35)
using the level-rank duality116 that in general relates
SO(nk)1 ∼ SO(n)k × SO(k)n. In the general odd
case, one can always write N = 9 + 2r and decompose
SO(2N)1 ∼ SO(18)1×SO(4r)1 first. The bipartition can
then be performed individually for SO(18)1 and SO(4r)1.
The decompositions in Eq. (34) and (35) lead to gap-
ping interactions in Eq. (33) that support fractional
quasiparticle excitations. These are non-local excitations
that are not integral combinations of local electronic BdG
quasiparticles. Since the many-body interactions in Eq.
(33) have a layered structure and act within y−z planes,
these non-local quasiparticles are confined in two dimen-
sions and can exhibit anyonic statistics. Additional in-
terlayer condensation couplings may promote the layered
systems into three dimensional topological phases that
support quasi-string excitations and topological ground
state degeneracies although the discussion of topologi-
cal orders in three dimensions is out of the scope of this
article. In addition, we will address an alternative set
of many-body gapping interactions, when N is a inte-
ger multiple of 16, that only allows local electronic BdG
excitations. This stems from the decomposition
SO(32)1 ∼ (E8)1 × (E8)1 (36)
using the exceptional affine Lie algebra E8 at level 1. The
non-topologically ordered many-body gapping at N = 16
reduces the Z classification of Dirac nodal superconduc-
tors to Z16, which resembles the cyclic classification of
topological superconductors117,118.
A. The N = 2r - Even Case
We begin our discussion of the N = 2r by expressing
the Dirac fermion dax,y(z) = (γ
a
x,y(z) + iδ
a
x,y(z))/
√
2 ∼
eiφ
a
x,y(z) as a vertex operator of the bosonized variable
φax,y. The kinetic Lagrangian density is
L = 1
2pi
∑
xy
(−1)x+yδab∂tφax,y∂zφbx,y − Vab∂zφa∂zφb,
(37)
where Vab is a non-universal velocity matrix. The
bosonized variables obey the equal-time commutation re-
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lation[
φax,y(z), φ
a′
x′,y′(z
′)
]
= ipi(−1)min{x,x′}+min{y,y′}[δxx′δyy′δaa′sgn(z′ − z)
+ σzδaa′δyy′sgn(x− x′)
+ σzδyy′sgn(a− a′)− σzsgn(y − y′)
]
. (38)
where sgn(s) = s/|s| if s 6= 0 or 0 if s = 0. Here σz is
an auxiliary factor that anticommutes with the non-local
mirror-glide operator, GσzG
−1 = −σz. See Appendix
B for the detailed explanation of the commutation rela-
tion. The bosonized variables transform under the lat-
tice translations t11, t1¯1, antiferromagnetic time-reversal
TA and mirror-glide G symmetries according to
t11φ
a
x,y(z)t
−1
11 = φ
a
x+1,y+1(z),
t1¯1φ
a
x,y(z)t
−1
1¯1
= φax−1,y+1(z),
TAφ
a
x,y(z)T
−1
A = −φax,y+1(z) +
1− (−1)x+y
2
pi,
Gφax,y(z)G
−1 = −φax+1,y(−z) +
pi
2
. (39)
These transformations are based on the symmetry op-
erations performed on the chiral Dirac fermions in Eq.
(14). They are consistent with the equal-time commu-
tation relation in Eq. (38) and the algebraic relations
T 2A = (−1)F t11t1¯1, G2 = t11t−11¯1 and [O,O′] = 0 for
O,O′ = TA, G, t11, t1¯1, where (−1)F is the fermion parity
operator and TA is antiunitary.
We split the 2r Dirac fermions per wire into two groups
d1, . . . , dr and dr+1, . . . , d2r. Each group generates a
SO(2r)1 affine Kac-Moody algebra. We label the first
by SO(2r)A1 and the second by SO(2r)
B
1 . We now re-
view and illustrate the (complexified) current operators.
Using the bosonized variables, each of the two current al-
gebras consists of r Cartan generators HA,a = i∂φa and
HB,a = i∂φr+a, for a = 1, . . . , r. There are 2r(r − 1)
roots for each sector,
EA,α = eiα·φ
A
, EB,α = eiα·φ
B
(40)
where φA = (φ1, . . . , φr) amd φB = (φr+1, . . . , φ2r). α
is a r-dimensional vector with integral entries and length
|α| = √2. In other words, each root vector has two and
only two non-zero entries, each being ±1. The interwire
current backscattering in Eq. (33) becomes
Hint = −u
∑
xy
∑
α
EA,αx,y E
B,α
x,y+1
= −u
∑
xy
∑
α
cos
[
α · (φAx,y + φBx,y+1)
]
, (41)
where we have suppressed the terms involving the Cartan
generators
−u
∑
xy
r∑
a=1
HA,ax,y H
B,a
x,y+1 = u
∑
xy
∂xφ
A
x,y · ∂xφBx,y+1 (42)
which only renormalizes the velocities in Eq. (37).
The sine-Gordon angle parameters
Θαx,y+1/2 = α · (φAx,y + φBx,y+1) (43)
satisfy the “Haldane’s nullity condition119”[
Θαx,y+1/2(z),Θ
α′
x′,y′+1/2(z
′)
]
= 0. (44)
Since all root vectors α are integral combinations of the
r simple roots, which is explicitly given as,
 | . . . |α1 . . . αr
| . . . |
 =

1 0 . . . 0 0
−1 1 . . . 0 0
0 −1 . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . 1 1
0 0 . . . −1 1

r×r
, (45)
there are only r linearly independent angle variables
Θαx,y+1/2 given a fixed x, y. In a periodic geometry
y = y + L for L even, there are rL independent sine-
Gordon angle variables and the same number of counter-
propagating pairs of neutral Dirac modes in a fixed layer,
x. Moreover, assuming u > 0, the sine-Gordon potential
in Eq. (41) pins the uniform (z-independent) ground
state expectation values 〈Θαx,y+1/2(z)〉 to be integer mul-
tiples of 2pi for all α. This means the order parameters
〈Θαx,y+1/2(z)〉, although being linearly dependent, are not
competing because an integral combination of integers is
still an integer. We can therefore conclude that Eq. (41)
introduces a finite excitation energy gap in the bulk.
It is straightforward to check that the gapping poten-
tial in Eq. (41) is symmetric under all the symmetries in
defined in Eq. (39). As the model in Eq. (41) is exactly
solvable, the ground state must also preserve all symme-
tries. In fact, the symmetries in Eq. (39) require the
angle order parameters to obey the following:〈
Θαx,y+1/2(z)
〉
= −
〈
Θαx,y+3/2(z)
〉
+ piα · t
= −
〈
Θαx+1,y+1/2(−z)
〉
+ piα · t (46)
=
〈
Θαx+1,y+3/2(z)
〉
=
〈
Θαx−1,y+3/2(z)
〉
,
where t = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T and α · t = ∑ra=1 αa = 2, 0,−2.
We notice in passing that these are not the most primitive
angle order parameters. For example, the vector and
spinor fields of SO(2r)1 correspond to smaller angle order
parameters102
Θax,y+1/2 = φ
a
x,y + φ
r+a
x,y+1
Θεx,y+1/2 = ε ·
(
φAx,y + φ
B
x,y+1
)
/2
(47)
respectively, where ε = (ε1, . . . , εr)T for εa = ±1. How-
ever, since these terms are not necessary in the discussion
of the gapping potential, we will omit them.
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Lastly, we express the gapping potential in Eq. (41),
including forward scattering terms expressed in Eq. (42),
in terms of the Majorana fermions
Hint = 2u
∑
1≤a1<a2≤r
(
γa1x,yγ
a2
x,yγ
r+a1
x,y+1γ
r+a2
x,y+1
+δa1x,yδ
a2
x,yδ
r+a1
x,y+1δ
r+a2
x,y+1
)
− 2u
∑
1≤a1<a2≤r
(
γa1x,yδ
a2
x,yγ
r+a1
x,y+1δ
r+a2
x,y+1
+δa1x,yγ
a2
x,yδ
r+a1
x,y+1γ
r+a2
x,y+1
)
, (48)
where daxy = (γ
a
xy + iδ
a
xy)/
√
2 ∼ eiφaxy , for a = 1, . . . , N =
2r. The Majorana fermions transform under the given
symmetries (14) according to the following:
TAγ
a
x,y(z)T
−1
A = (−1)x+yγax,y+1(z)
TAδ
a
x,y(z)T
−1
A = (−1)x+y+1δax,y+1(z)
, (49)
Gγax,y(z)G
−1 = δax+1,y(−z)
Gδax,y(z)G
−1 = γax+1,y(−z)
, (50)
t11ψ
a
x,y(z)t
−1
11 = ψ
a
x+1,y+1(z)
t1¯1ψ
a
x,y(z)t
−1
1¯1
= ψax−1,y+1(z)
, (51)
where ψ = γ or δ. The two-body Hamiltonian in Eq.
(48), therefore, preserves all symmetries present in our
construction. In fact, the symmetries are preserved indi-
vidually for each of the two lines in Eq. (48), and any of
the two lines alone can already introduce a finite energy
gap. We consider both so that the Hamiltonian takes the
full Kac-Moody current backscattering form in Eq. (33).
The relative minus sign between the two lines comes from
Eq. (41), where the current backscatterings are designed
to be EA,αx,y E
A,α
x,y+1 rather than E
A,α
x,y E
A,−α
x,y+1. This is to
ensure the ground state expectation values i〈γax,yγr+ax,y+1〉
and i〈δax,yδr+ax,y+1〉 to have the same sign so that the mirror-
glide symmetry is not spontaneously broken. In ret-
rospect, this is not surprising because the number of
fermion flavors here is even, and the nodal model can
acquire a single-body energy gap if the single-body po-
tential is strong enough to pull the massless Weyl nodes
together. The single-body potential that achieves this
has already been given by the dimerization term Hdimer
in Eq. (28) when N = 2, however, this splitting term
can also be generalized for an arbitrary even N . It is
not a coincidence that Hdimer also pins the same ground
state expectation values i〈γax,yγr+ax,y+1〉 and i〈δax,yδr+ax,y+1〉.
This is because we can view the single-body Hamiltonian
Hdimer as the mean-field approximation of the two-body
Hamiltonian in Eq. (48).
B. The N = 2r + 1 odd case
From the previous discussion in section II, we have
seen that the nodal coupled wire model is stable to all
single-body symmetry-preserving perturbations to arbi-
trary strength when the number of fermion flavors is
odd. The focus of this section is to design exactly solv-
able two-body interactions that introduce a symmetry-
preserving energy gap in the coupled wire construction
when the number of fermion flavors is odd. We begin
again by decomposing each Dirac fermion into a pair of
Majorana modes daxy(z) = (γ
a
xy(z) + iδ
a
xy(z))/
√
2, where
a = 1, . . . , N = 2r + 1 is the fermion flavor label. Addi-
tionally, we assume that the Majorana operators trans-
form identically as defined in Eq. (49), (50) and (51).
At this point, it may be tempting to group the 2N Ma-
joranas per wire into two collections, namely ψ1, . . . , ψN
and ψN+1, . . . , ψ2N , and consider the SO(N) current
backscatterings such as
H =
∑
xy
∑
1≤a<b≤N
uabψ
a
x,yψ
b
x,yψ
N+a
x,y+1ψ
N+b
x,y+1. (52)
However, because the numbers of γ’s and δ’s are odd,
there must be an imbalance in the number of γ and δ
in each of the two collections. Consequently, there is
no biparition of Majorana fermions that is compatible
with the symmetries. This is because the antiferromag-
netic time-reversal action in Eq. (49) on both γ and δ
are different by a sign, while the mirror-glide action in
Eq. (50) switches between γ and δ. In other words,
there is no orthogonal basis transformation of fermions
(γ1, . . . , γN , δ1, . . . , δN )↔ (ψ1, . . . , ψ2N ) that achieves a
symmetry-invariant bipartition SO(N)A1 = 〈ψ1, . . . , ψN 〉
and SO(N)B1 = 〈ψN+1, . . . , ψ2N 〉 so that the symmetries
are closed within each of the two sectors. Moreover, as
seen in the previous section, there is no single-body sym-
metric gapping, nor any many-body Hamiltonian, such as
Eq. (52), that admits a single-body mean-field solution
must fail.
The construction of the two-body interactions that can
accomplish a symmetric energy gap relies on another type
of bipartition. First, we separate the Majorana fermions
into
SO(N)γ,δ1 ∼ SO(9)γ,δ1 × SO(2n)γ,δ1 (53)
for both the γ and δ ones, where N = 9 + 2n. This can
clearly be done when N is not less than 9. The SO(9)γ1
sector is generated by γ1, . . . , γ9 and the SO(2n)γ1 sec-
tor is generated by γ10, . . . , γN . A similar decomposition
applies to the δ’s as well. If N is smaller than 9, we ex-
tend the number of Dirac channels per wire by counter-
propagating ones. This can be done by wire reconstruc-
tion that pulls 2n′ = 9−N counter-propagating pairs of
Dirac modes to zero energy while keeping the net chiral-
ity N = (N + 2n′)− 2n′, which is the difference of num-
bers of forward and backward moving Dirac fermions.
The separation can now be done the same as before ex-
cept the Majorana’s in SO(9)1 are forward propagating
and the ones in SO(2n′)1 are backward propagating. We
also denote the counter-propagating SO(2n′)1 sector by
SO(−2n′)1.
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The SO(2n)γ1 and SO(2n)
δ
1 sectors can be gapped by
either using the single-body dimerization in Eq. (28) or
the two-body interaction in Eq. (41) described in the
previous subsection. We now focus on the SO(9)1 sec-
tors, and without loss of generality, we now take N = 9.
Similar gapping potentials were presented in Ref.102 in
the context of topological superconducting surface states.
This gapping potential relies on the splitting (also known
as conformal embedding or level rank duality in the CFT
context)
SO(9)1 ⊇ SO(3)A3 × SO(3)B3 (54)
for both the γ and δ. We now apply this splitting to our
case here by noting that for both the 9 γ’s and 9 δ’s, we
define two SO(3)3 Kac-Moody current algebras
Jψ,Ax = i(ψ2ψ3 + ψ5ψ6 + ψ8ψ9)
Jψ,Ay = i(ψ3ψ1 + ψ6ψ4 + ψ9ψ7)
Jψ,Az = i(ψ1ψ2 + ψ4ψ5 + ψ7ψ8)
Jψ,Bx = i(ψ4ψ7 + ψ5ψ8 + ψ6ψ9)
Jψ,By = i(ψ7ψ1 + ψ8ψ2 + ψ9ψ3)
Jψ,Bz = i(ψ1ψ4 + ψ2ψ5 + ψ3ψ6)
, (55)
where ψ = γ or δ.
We now briefly summarize the conformal structures of
the Kac-Moody current algebras. The details associated
with these can be found in Ref. 102 and will not be re-
peated here. The current operators obey the product
expansion
Jψ,Cj (w)J
ψ′,C′
j′ (w
′) (56)
= δψψ
′
δCC
′
[
3δjj′
(w − w′)2 +
ijj′j′′
w − w′ J
ψ
j′′(w
′)
]
+ . . .
where w,w′ ∼ τ + (−1)x+yiz is the holomorphic/anti-
holomorphic parameter, C,C ′ = A,B and j, j′, j′′ = x, x, z.
Here, jj′j′′ is the structure factor of SO(3), which is
also the antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor. The factor
of 3 in the most singular piece sets the level of the Kac-
Moody algebras. The four sectors (γ,A), (γ,B), (δ, A)
and (δ,B) are completely decoupled from one another
as mutual products are non-singular. This means that
they act independently on orthogonal many-body Hilbert
spaces. This is a non-trivial result because for each type
of fermions ψ = γ or δ, both the A and B currents ex-
haust all 9 Majorana fermions. The separation of Hilbert
spaces is, therefore, a non-trivial fractionalization beyond
any fermionic mean-field approximation.
The embedding in Eq. (54) is maximal in the sense
that there are no degrees of freedom that remain unac-
counted. This can be verified by the identification of the
energy-momentum tensors
TSO(3)ψ,A3
+ TSO(3)ψ,B3
= TSO(9)ψ1
(57)
for ψ = γ, δ, where each tensor takes the Suguwara (nor-
mal ordered) representation116
TSO(9)ψ1
=
1
16
∑
a<b
JψabJ
ψ
ab = −
1
2
9∑
a=1
ψa∂ψa, (58)
TSO(3)ψ,C3
=
1
8
∑
j=x,y,z
Jψ,Cj J
ψ,C
j = −
1
4
9∑
a=1
ψa∂ψa − Cˆ,
(59)
Cˆ = ±1
4
(ψ2356 + ψ2389 + ψ5689 + ψ1245
+ψ1278 + ψ4578 + ψ7182 + ψ7193 + ψ8293) ,
where the current operators Jab for SO(9)1 was defined
in Eq. (32), the sign of Cˆ is positive when C = A or
negative when C = B, and ψabcd is the 4-fermion prod-
uct ψaψbψcψd. Each of the energy-momentum tensors
satisfies the self-operator product expansion
T (w)T (w′) =
c/2
(w − w′)4 +
2T (w′)
(w − w)2 +
∂T (w′)
w − w′ + . . . ,
(60)
where the chiral central charge c is 9/2 for SO(9)1 or 9/4
for SO(3)3. In particular, the identification in Eq. (57)
makes sure the chiral central charge is divided in equal
parts through the conformal embedding in Eq. (54),
i.e. 9/2 = 9/4 + 9/4. Moreover, mutual products be-
tween distinct SO(3)ψ,C3 sectors are non-singular due to
the fact that the current algebras decouple.
We now define the two-body potential using SO(3)3
current backscatterings
Hint = u
∑
xy
Jγ,Ax,y · Jγ,Bx,y+1 + Jδ,Ax,y · Jδ,Bx,y+1, (61)
where J = (Jx, Jy, Jz) are the SO(3)3 current operators
defined in Eq. (55). Figure 8 shows the schematic figure
of the gapping potential. From Eq. (49), (50) and (51),
we see that the potential preserves the antiferromag-
netic time-reversal, glide and lattice translation symme-
try. The gapping potential does not admit a mean-field
solution with fermion bilinear order parameters i〈ψaψb〉
like those in Eq. (48). Therefore, to present the order
parameters of the interaction in Eq. (61), we introduce
a further fractionalization (also known as coset construc-
tion116 in the CFT context) for each of the four sectors
C = A,B and ψ = γ, δ
SO(3)3 ∼ SO(2)3 × Z6, (62)
where Z6 represents the parafermion coset CFT120,121
SO(3)3/SO(2)3 = SU(2)6/U(1)6.
The decomposition is done by first grouping three pairs
of Majorana fermions into three neutral Dirac fermions
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FIG. 8. (a) Schematic representations of the SO(9)1 ⊇
SO(3)3 × SO(3)3 decomposition. When N = 9, we decom-
pose each Dirac string into two Majorana fermions, γ and
δ. Then each set of 9 Majorana fermions is decomposed into
SO(3)3×SO(3)3. (b) Schematic figure of the SO(3)3×SO(3)3
many-body gapping potential. The boxes represent the cur-
rent backscattering term between SO(3)A,ψ and SOB,ψ of
adjacent wire in y direction, for ψ = γ, δ.
in each sector
fA,ψ1 =
ψ1 + iψ2√
2
, fB,ψ1 =
ψ1 + iψ4√
2
fA,ψ2 =
ψ4 + iψ5√
2
, fB,ψ2 =
ψ2 + iψ5√
2
fA,ψ3 =
ψ7 + iψ8√
2
, fB,ψ3 =
ψ3 + iψ6√
2
and bosonize
fC,ψj ∼ exp
(
iφ˜C,ψj
)
(63)
for j = 1, 2, 3, C = A,B and ψ = γ, δ. The bosonic
SO(2)3 = U(1)6 sector is generated by the diagonal com-
bination
ΦC,ψ =
φ˜C,ψ1 + φ˜
C,ψ
2 + φ˜
C,ψ
3
3
. (64)
This leaves behind the orthogonal compliment φC,ψσ,j =
φ˜C,ψj −ΦC,ψ and the Majorana fermions ψ3, ψ6, ψ9 for the
A sector or ψ7, ψ8, ψ9 for the B sector. They combine
into the parafermions
ΨA,ψ =
1√
3
(
eiφ
A,ψ
σ,1 ψ3 + eiφ
A,ψ
σ,2 ψ6 + eiφ
A,ψ
σ,3 ψ9
)
ΨB,ψ =
1√
3
(
eiφ
B,ψ
σ,1 ψ7 + eiφ
B,ψ
σ,2 ψ8 + eiφ
B,ψ
σ,3 ψ9
), (65)
which generate the Z6 sector. The conformal field theory
structures of the SO(2)3 and Z6 are discussed in Ref. 102
and will not be repeated here.
The coset construction in Eq. (62) allows the decom-
position of the SO(3)3 Kac-Moody current operators and
consequently the potential in Eq. (61)
Hint = 3u
∑
xy
∑
ψ=γ,δ
ei(Φ
A,ψ
x,y +Φ
B,ψ
x,y+1)ΨA,ψx,y+1Ψ
B,ψ
x,y+2 + h.c.,
(66)
where we have dropped the forward scatterings
9u
∑
xy
∑
C=A,B
ψ=γ,δ
∂zΦ
C,ψ
x,y ∂zΦ
C,ψ
x,y+1 (67)
from Eq. (61) that only renormalize the velocity for the
boson in SO(2)3. Order parameters are given by the
ground state expectation values
〈
ΦA,ψx,y + Φ
B,ψ
x,y+1
〉
and〈
ΨA,ψx,y Ψ
B,ψ
x,y+1
〉
, for ψ = γ, δ. The symmetries defined
in Eq. (49), (50) and (51) require〈
ΨA,ψx,y Ψ
B,ψ
x,y+1
〉
= −
〈
ΨA,ψx,y+1Ψ
B,ψ
x,y+2
〉
= −
〈
ΨA,ψx+1,yΨ
B,ψ
x+1,y+1
〉
〈
ΨA,γx,y Ψ
B,γ
x,y+1
〉
= −
〈
ΨA,δx,yΨ
B,δ
x,y+1
〉
〈
ΨA,ψx,y Ψ
B,ψ
x,y+1
〉
= −
〈
ΨA,ψx,y+1Ψ
B,ψ
x,y+2
〉
= −
〈
ΨA,ψx+1,yΨ
B,ψ
x+1,y+1
〉
〈
ΨA,γx,y Ψ
B,γ
x,y+1
〉
= −
〈
ΨA,δx,yΨ
B,δ
x,y+1
〉
. (68)
Similar to Eq. (46) in the even case, the order parameters
defined in Eq. (68) are not unique choices. For exam-
ple, there are order parameters that correspond to non-
Abelian twist fields in the Z6 sector that have quantum
dimension greater than 1. However, they are not essen-
tial in the discussion of the symmetry-preserving gapping
potential and are omitted.
C. E8 unimodular gapping potential
In the previous section, we found that even and odd
copies of the 3D Dirac nodal superconductor can be
gapped out by many-body gapping potentials, which sup-
port non-trivial topological order. In this section, we now
focus on the special case when there are N = 16 copies of
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the Dirac nodal superconductor exists. In this case, we
can construct a many-body gapping potential by utilizing
SO(32) ∼ E8×E8 decomposition, where E8 is the largest
exceptional simple Lie algebra. The E8 × E8 decompo-
sition is atypical from the previous decompositions since
the roots of the E8 Lie algebra form an even unimodu-
lar lattice. Here, we show that this property of the E8
algebra allows us to construct many-body gapping po-
tential in the 3D Dirac nodal superconductor that does
not possess topological order.
Before going into the details on the construction of the
gapping term, we briefly explain the E8 Kac-Moody alge-
bra at level one using bosonized variables. In addition to
8 Cartan generators ∂φI , I = 1, . . . , 8, the (E8)1 algebra
is generated by the vertex operators Eα = eiα·φ, where
α is a root vector of the E8 lattice. The E8 lattice LE8 is
an 8 dimensional lattice generated by 8 simple root vec-
tors. It is an even unimodular lattice in the sense that
the norm square |v|2 of a lattice vector is even, and the
dual lattice L∗E8 , which consists of dual vectors v∗ whose
scalar product with any E8 lattice vector v is integral,
is the E8 lattice itself. In particular, there are 240 root
vectors α with norm square |α|2 = 2 so that the ver-
tex operators Eα have unit spin and represent the E8
Kac-Moody current.
The total 240 roots separate into two distinct sets. The
first set consists of 112 = C82 × 4 roots of SO(16) and
the second set consists of 128 = 27 even spinors. The
conventional choice of roots embeds them in the 8 di-
mensional Euclidean space. The SO(16) roots are taken
to be integral vectors with two and only two non-zero
components, each being ±1. The corresponding vertex
operators Eα are fermion bilinears dadb, dad
†
b, d
†
adb and
d†ad
†
b, for 1 ≤ a < b ≤ 8. The even spinors are represented
by half-integral vectors /2 = (1/2, . . . , 8/2), where
a = ±1, with overall positive sign 1 . . . 8 = 1. They
corresponds to spinor vertex operators ei·φ/2, which are
products of half fermions. Within the 240 roots, one can
pick a set of 8 linearly independent simple roots that
generate the entire set.
 | . . . |α1 . . . α8
| . . . |
 =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 − 12
−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 − 12
0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 − 12
0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 − 12
0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 − 12
0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 − 12
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 − 12
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 − 12

. (69)
Their scalar products αI · αJ = (KE8)IJ recover by the
Cartan matrix of E8
KE8 =

2 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2
−1 2
 . (70)
Unfortunately, the above conventional choice of roots
involves spinors that are combinations of half fermions,
which are non-local. In order to realize the E8 algebra as
integral combination of local fermions, we first extend
the 8 chiral Dirac fermions by an additional counter-
propagating pair of non-chiral Dirac fermions. This can
be achieved by using the vortex reconstruction whereby
we pull the addition non-chiral pair from high-energy to
low-energy. The reconstruction does not alter the chi-
rality c = 8 = 9 − 1 of a vortex, which now consists
of 9 forward propagating Dirac fermions and 1 back-
ward propagating one. The E8 lattice is now embed-
ded in a 10 = 1 + 9 dimensional “Minkowski” space
with metric η = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1). The E8 roots con-
sists of a subset of integral vectors v with norm square
vT ηv = −v20 + v21 + . . . + v29 = 2. We begin with the
roots of SU(8), αSU(8) = ea − eb, where 1 ≤ a, b ≤ 8
and a 6= b. These roots correspond to the fermion bi-
linear vertex operators EαSU(8) ∼ dad†b and they obey
the operator product expansion that defines the SU(8)
Kac-Moody algebra at level 1,
EαSU(8)(w)E−αSU(8)(w′) = 1/(w − w′)2 + . . . ,
EαSU(8)(w)Eα
′
SU(8)(w′) = cαα′Eα
′′
SU(8)(w′)/(w − w′)
+ . . . , (71)
if α′′SU(8) = α
′
SU(8)+α
′
SU(8), or non-singular if otherwise,
where w ∼ τ + iz is the complex space-time parameter
and the cocycle factor cαα′ is a scalar phase.
These 56 roots can be extended to SO(16) by including
two 28-dimensional irreducible representations of SU(8).
The first corresponds to 28 positive root vectors α(+28) =
2e0+n1e1+. . .+n8e8, where two of n1, . . . , n8 are 0’s and
the rest are 1’s. The second corresponds to 28 negative
roots α(−28) = −2e0 − n1e1 − . . . − n8e8. Each forms
a super-selection sector that is closed under the SU(8)
Kac-Moody algebra
EαSU(8)(w)Eα
′
(±28)(w′) = cαα′Eα
′′
(±28)(w′)/(w − w′) + . . .
(72)
if α′′(±28) = αSU(8)+α
′
(±28), or non-singular if otherwise.
The root vectors are chosen so that αT(±28)ηα(±28) = 2 so
that the vertices Eα(±28) have spin 1. We labelαSO(16) to
be the 112 roots for SO(16), and they consists of αSO(16)
and α(±28).
Next, the 112 SO(16) roots can be extended to the
full E8 by including two 56-dimensional irreducible rep-
resentations of SU(8) and the two 8-dimensional vector
representations of SU(8). The first irreducible represen-
tation that we include is associated with the 56 positive
root vectors α(+56) = e0+m1e1+. . .+m8e8, where three
of n1, . . . , n8 are 1’s and the rest are 0’s. The conjugate
representation is associated with the 56 negative roots
α(−56) = −e0−m1e1− . . .−m8e8. The 8 positive SU(8)
vectors are α(+8) = 3e0 +v1e1 + . . .+v8e8, where all but
one va = 1 and the remaining is 2. The 8 negative SU(8)
vectors are the conjugateα(−8) = −3e0−v1e1−. . .−v8e8.
We label αspinor to be the 128 = 56+56+8+8 additional
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vectors α(±56) and α(±8) that constitute the even spinor
representation for the SO(16) algebra.
EαSO(16)(w)Eα
′
spinor(w′) = cαα′Eα
′′
spinor(w′)/(w − w′)
+ . . . (73)
if α′′spinor = αSO(16) + α
′
spinor, or non-singular if other-
wise. The E8 root vectors αE8 now consists of the 112
αSO(16)’s and 128 αspinor’s.
The 240 = 112 + 128 E8 roots can be generated by the
8 simple roots
 | . . . |α1 . . . α8
| . . . |
 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 . (74)
Their scalar products αI · ηαJ = (KE8)IJ recover the
Cartan matrix of E8 defined in Eq. (70).
The embedding into the Minkowski space R1,9 guar-
antees a counter-propagating pair of redundant modes.
They are the Dirac fermions fR ∼ eiαRf ·φ and fL ∼
eiα
L
f ·φ, where αRf = e9 and α
L
f = 3e0 + e1 + . . . + e8.
They are fermionic because of the unit norm squares
αRf · ηαRf = 1 and αLf · ηαLf = −1. They decoupled from
each other as well as the E8 roots since αE8 · ηαR/Lf =
αRf ·ηαLf = 0. Grouping αR/Lf with the E8 simple roots in
Eq. (74), the 10×10 matrix A = (α1, . . . ,α8,αRf ,αLf ) is
unimodular (i.e. |det(A)| = 1), and may be decomposed
into block diagonal form as
AT ηA =
(
KE8
σz
)
, (75)
where σz = diag(1,−1).
Having completing the formal definition of the E8 alge-
bra, we now construct the gapping potential, which con-
sists of inter-vortex E8 current backscattering and intra-
vortex fermion backscattering fRf
†
L. Each vortex has chi-
rality c = 16 and carries 16 chiral Dirac fermions. We ex-
tend by vortex reconstruction to 18 forward moving Dirac
fermions plus 2 backward moving ones. They can be bi-
partitioned into two groups of 9 + 1, each of which can
be transformed unimodularly into E8 × U(1)R × U(1)L,
as has been explained above. In a similar fashion to our
the previous discussions, we label the two groups by A
and B. The gapping potential is
H = −uinter
2
∑
xy
∑
αE8
E
A,αE8
x,y E
B,αE8
x,y+1
− uintra
2
∑
xy
∑
C=A,B
(fCR f
C
L + h.c.)
= −uinter
∑
xy
∑
αE8
cos
[
αE8 · (φAx,y + φBx,y+1)
]
− uintra
∑
xy
∑
C=A,B
cos
(
αRf · φCxy +αLf · φCxy
)
(76)
where the first sum runs over all 240 E8 roots αE8 .
All terms preserve the symmetries that we have defined
in Eq. (39). The angle order parameters Θ
αE8
x,y+1/2 =
αE8 ·(φAx,y+φBx,y+1) that appear in the inter-vortex term
obey the symmetry relations
TAΘ
αE8
x,y+1/2(z)T
−1
A = −Θ
αE8
x,y+3/2(z) + piαE8 · t
GΘ
αE8
x,y+1/2(z)G
−1 = −ΘαE8x+1,y+1/2(−z) + piαE8 · t
t11Θ
αE8
x,y+1/2(z)t
−1
11 = Θ
αE8
x+1,y+3/2(z)
t1¯1Θ
αE8
x,y+1/2(z)t
−1
1¯1
= Θ
αE8
x−1,y+3/2(z), (77)
where t = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T . The intra-vortex ones ΘCx,y =
(αRf +α
L
f ) · φCxy, for C = A,B, obey
TAΘ
C
x,y(z)T
−1
A = −ΘCx,y+1(z) +
1− (−1)x+y
2
pi(αRf +α
L
f ) · t
GΘCx,y(z)G
−1 = −ΘCx+1,y(−z) +
pi
2
(αRf +α
L
f ) · t
t11Θ
C
x,y(z)t
−1
11 = Θ
C
x+1,y+1(z)
t1¯1Θ
C
x,y(z)t
−1
1¯1
= ΘCx−1,y+1(z). (78)
For the E8 order parameters, αE8 · t = 0,±4,±8,±12
and, therefore, the inter-vortex sine-Gordon terms in
Eq. (39) are symmetric, since cos(−Θ + 2mpi) = cos Θ.
The intra-vortex terms in Eq. (39) are also symmet-
ric because (pi/2)(αRf + α
L
f ) · t = 6pi. The ground
state expectation values
〈
Θ
αE8
x,y+1/2
〉
transform consis-
tently according to the symmetries (c.f. Eq.(46) for the
even N case). The fermionic order parameters
〈
ΘCx,y
〉
transform consistently up to large gauge transformation〈
ΘCx,y
〉 ≡ 〈ΘCx,y〉 + 2pi originated from the gauge redun-
dancy da ∼ eiφa = ei(φa+2pi).
The angle variables in Eq. (76) satisfy the Haldane nul-
lity condition, and the sine-Gordon interaction generates
a symmetry preserving gap in the energy spectrum. In
Eq. (76), we considered the E8 backscattering term, cou-
pling with adjacent wires in yˆ-direction. In the absence
of the single-body hopping but Eq. (76), the arrays of the
Dirac strings form a coupled 2D layer in yz plane, pos-
sessing a finite bulk gap. We now consider open bound-
ary condition in y direction as shown in Fig. 9. Along
the boundary of the 2D layer, a chiral E8 edge state
is left uncoupled and remains gapless, since there is no
counter-propagating adjacent Dirac string to pair with.
Therefore, each 2D layer resembles a quantum Hall state
carrying a E8 CFT as its edge theory in low-energy. As
a result, the 2D bulk topological order and the bulk ex-
citations of the layers can be inferred from the E8 edge
state.
The low energy effective theory for the E8 quantum
Hall states are described by Chern-Simons theory with
KE8 matrix whose action is given as
122,
Scs = 1
4pi
∑
I,J
∫
dx3(KE8)IJ
µνλaI,µ∂νaJ,λ −
∑
I
aµ,Ijµ,I
(79)
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FIG. 9. Schematic figure of E8 decomposition and gapping
interaction. Dirac modes (black lines) along each vortex y are
decomposed into two sets of E8 chiral CFT (red lines) and two
counter-propagating pairs of Dirac fermions (blue lines) by
the basis transformation A in Eq. (75) (yellow boxes). The E8
backscattering terms Hinter and the fermion backscattering
Hintra are defined in Eq. (76). Uncoupled E8 chiral CFTs are
left along the boundaries of an open system, while the bulk
mimics the E8 quantum Hall state.
and KE8 is the Cartan matrix of E8 defined in Eq. (70).
Here, aI is I
th dynamical Abelian gauge field. KE8 ma-
trix contains the information of the bulk quasi-particle
excitations and the corresponding edge theory. To be
specific, the topological order or the ground state degen-
eracy of the corresponding bulk theory is identified as the
determinant of K matrix. It can be seen that the bulk
topological order of E8 state is trivial (det(E8) = 1),
since it is unimodular. Consequently, the system only
supports local exitations with non-fractional statistics.
We have constructed the symmetry preserving many-
body gapped phase with no topological order. It is im-
portant to note that the presence of such a phase is inti-
mately related to the properties of even unimodular lat-
tice. The E8 lattice is the minimal even unimodular lat-
tice, that appears in 8 dimensions. Other even unimod-
ular lattices, such as the Leech lattice in dimension 24,
that appear in higher dimensions can be similarly utilized
to construct the topologically trivial gapping potential.
IV. CANCELLATION OF THE LARGE
GRAVITATIONAL ANOMALY
In the previous section, we constructed the gapping po-
tential when N = 16 = 8 + 8 fermion flavors are present
by utilizing the E8 × E8 decomposition. By examining
the topological properties of the Chern-Simons theory,
characterized by the Cartan matrix, KE8 , we show that
the lack of topological order is directly connected to the
fact that the root lattice of KE8 matrix forms the even
unimodular lattice. We additionally show that the pres-
ence of the unimodular E8 lattice in 8 dimensions is in-
timately related to the cancellation of the large gravi-
tational anomaly that is known to exist in topologically
trivial systems.
To begin our discussion, we consider the situation
where the vortex line of the Dirac string forms a periodic
ring of circumference, l at the inverse temperature, β.
Then, the Dirac string lives on a (1+1)-D compact space-
time manifold T 1×T 1 where T 1 is a torus. The T 1×T 1
space-time manifold can be described by the modular pa-
rameter τ = l0/l1 , where l0 and l1 are the periods of the
space and Euclidean time coordinates, respectively. On
the torus characterized by the modular parameter τ , the
classical action of the right-moving Dirac string can be
written as,
S = −
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dτR¯λ,µ(l1∂τ + l0∂z )Rλ,µ (80)
λ and µ specifies the boundary condition on the space and
time respectively such that the chiral fermion follows,
Rλ,µ(τ + β, z) = e
2piiµRλ,µ(τ, z), (81)
Rλ,µ(τ, z + l) = e
2piiλRλ,µ(τ, z ).
For example, λ = 0(1/2) indicates the presence of peri-
odic (anti-periodic boundary conditions). The partition
function of the single right-moving Dirac string can be
evaluated as116,123,
Zµ,λ =
∞∏
n=−∞
(1− e2piiµe2piiτ(n+λ))
=
1
η(τ)
θ[λ− 1
2
, µ− 1
2
](τ), (82)
where τ is the modular parameter and H is the Hamil-
tonian for the given theory. Further, in Eq. (82) θ and η
are the Jacobi theta function and the Dedekind eta func-
tion respectively. For completeness, these functions are
explicitly given as,
η(τ) = q1/24
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn), (83)
θ[λ, µ](τ) =
n=∞∑
n=−∞
e2pii(n+λ)µq(n+λ)
2/2.
where q = e2piiτ . T 1×T 1 possesses a set of discrete coor-
dinate transformations that effectively map the toroidal
space back onto itself, and are referred to as the modular
transformation. More specifically, the modular transfor-
mation can be defined as a group of transformations on
the modular parameter, τ , that are given as
τ → aτ + b
cτ + d
, (84)
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where a, b, c, d are integers, which satisfying ad− bc = 1.
There exist two generators that form the modular group:
S and T , which transforms the modular parameter as
τ → − 1τ and τ → τ + 1 respectively. The action in
Eq. (80) is invariant under the modular transforma-
tions. Therefore, it is a classical symmetry that the Dirac
strings possess.
However, the partition function in Eq. (82) is not in-
variant under the modular transformation. Under S and
T transformations, the partition function of the Dirac
string explicitly transforms accordingly,
T [ZR,λ,µ] = e
−pii(λ2−λ+1/6)ZR,λ,µ+λ,
S[ZR,λ,µ] = e
−2pii(λ−1/2)(µ−1/2)ZR,µ,−λ. (85)
where the partition function of the right-moving fermion,
ZL, gains the opposite phase. Indeed, the partition func-
tion is not invariant on the quantum level. Therefore, the
single 1D chiral fermion possesses the large gravitational
anomaly under the modular transformations104.
After the basic calculation of the gravitational anomaly
of the single Dirac string, we are now interested in the
situation where the product of the left and the right mov-
ing Dirac strings cancels out the anomaly, which indicates
that the theory is trivial without topological order. We
seek a particular combination of the partition functions
such that Ztotal =
∑
λL,λ,µL,µR
ZL,λL,µLZR,λR,µR . For
example, without any symmetry constraints, there is an
obvious combination that is given by,
Ztotal = ZL,0,0ZR,0,0 + ZL, 12 ,0ZR,
1
2 ,0
+ZL,0, 12ZR,0,
1
2
+ ZL, 12 ,
1
2
ZR, 12 ,
1
2
. (86)
The above partition function is invariant under the S and
the T transformations.
However, we are interested in solving for the partition
function that represent the superconducting media. In
this case, the system intrinsically possesses the fermion
number parity symmetry. To examine the anomaly in our
model, we force the fermion parity symmetry in our parti-
tion function. We wish to check if the partition function
of the sub-Hilbert space, possessing a definite fermion
parity, is modular invariant. To do so, we project the
total Hilbert space into the subsector by considering the
projection operator, which is given as,
PL(R) =
1 + (−1)nL(R)
2
(87)
where nL(R) is the fermion number operator. The above
projection operator is 1 if the fermion number is even,
and zero if it is odd. The projection operator maps into
the even fermion number sector of the Hilbert space. By
inserting the projection operator to the partition func-
tion, the right-moving partition function with a definite
fermion parity can be evaluated as,
ZR,λ = Tr(PRe
2piiτH) (88)
=
1
2
Tr((1 + (−1)nR)e2piiτHR)
=
1
2
∑
µ=0,1/2
Tr(e2piiµ
∑N
a=1 n
a
Re2piiτ
∑N
a=1H
a
R)
=
1
2
(ZNµ=0,λ + Z
N
µ=1/2,λ).
Among the two generators, S and T , of the modular
transformation, we first demand that the partition func-
tion is invariant under S transformation. S invariant
partition function must have the form of,
ZR = ZR,λ=0 + ZR,λ=1/2 (89)
=
1
2
(ZN0,0 + Z
N
1/2,0 + Z
N
0,1/2 + Z
N
1/2,1/2)
=
(θ[0, 0]N + θ[1/2, 0]N + θ[0, 1/2]N + θ[1/2, 1/2]N )(τ)
2η(τ)N
We now find that the partition function having a defi-
nite fermion parity is given as a linear combinations of
different boundary sectors.
If the different boundary sectors of ZR gains a sin-
gle covariant phase under the modular transformations,
Ztotal becomes the modular invariant. According to Eq.
(85), each theta function of the different boundary sec-
tors gains different phases under the T transformation.
Therefore, ZR is not modular covariant. However, when
N = 8 copies of the Dirac string exist, the above sum
of the Jacobi theta function can be written as the theta
function of E8 lattice. Therefore, the partition function
can be re-expressed as,
ZR =
1
2η(τ)N
∑
x∈ΛE8
epiiτ |x|
2
=
1
2η(τ)N
Θ(τ)E8 (90)
where ΛE8 is the set of the E8 lattice. The theta function
of the E8 lattice is the modular form of weight 8, which is
invariant under the T transformation. Furthermore, the
theta function in Eq. (90) can be explicitly transformed
into the Minkowski space embedded E8 lattice which we
used in Eq. (74).
Θ(τ)E8,M ≡
∑
~x∈E8,M
epiiτx·ηx = Θ(τ)E8 , (91)
where we relegate the explicit form of the transforma-
tions to Appendix C. As a result, we find that the mod-
ular covariance property of ZR can be captured by the
transformation between the partition function and the
theta function of E8.
In addition to the contribution of the theta function,
the η function on the denominator gains a phase e
8pii
12
under the T transformation, because the Dedekind eta
function satisfies the following property:
η(τ + 1) = epii/12η(τ), η(−1/τ) = √−iτη(τ) (92)
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Therefore, ZR satisfies the modular covariance under the
S and T transformations as,
ZR(τ) = ZR(−1
τ
), ZR(τ) = e
8pii
12 ZR(τ + 1) (93)
Therefore the total partition function, Ztotal = ZLZR =
|ZL|2, which consists of 8 left-moving and 8 right-moving
Dirac strings, establishes the modular invariance.
Before we conclude this section, we would like to com-
ment on the possible implication of the modular invari-
ance on the interacting topological classification. The
modular covariance when N = 16 should not be confused
with Z16 classification of 3D DIII time-reversal symmet-
ric topological superconductor. In the coupled wire set-
ting, TA is no longer local time-reversal symmetry as it
is accompanied by the additional translation symmetry.
Since the symmetry classes are different, we cannot ex-
actly compare our model with the DIII class. For ex-
ample, this difference is already seen in section II within
the single-body Hamiltonian, showing that our model al-
ready has Z2 classification, which is different from the
Z classification of 3D DIII class. Nevertheless, our anal-
ysis in Eq. (90) shows that the modular covariance is
attributed to the presence of E8 lattice. We thus con-
clude that the modular covariance coincides with the
topologically trivial decomposition SO(32) ∼ E8 × E8
when N = 16 = 8+8. In addition to the modular covari-
ance at N = 8, ZR can achieve the modular invariance
if the phase of the eta function under τ → τ + 1 trans-
formation in Eq. (92) cancels out. This leads to the
modular invariance of the chiral partition function, ZR,
when N = 24, as it has been pointed out in previous
work104.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have explicitly constructed various
forms of many body interactions that open gaps in the
energy spectrum while preserving the underlying symme-
tries present in coupled wire constructions of 3D Dirac
nodal superconductors. In section III, we found that the
gapped bulk of the two-dimensional y− z plane supports
non-local fractional quasi-particles that develop the non-
trivial topological orders. When the system is extended
into the full three-dimensions, the fractional excitations
can be still maintained to generate the topological degen-
eracy. In this work, we indicate that the many-body in-
teractions generate non-trivial topological orders in three
dimensions. However, it still remains unresolved that
how these non-local excitations behave in three dimen-
sions. The detailed physical behavior of these fractional
particles can be studied in future works.
Furthermore, we constructed a unimodular E8 gapping
potential when there are N = 16 Dirac channels along a
vortex line. To build the E8 gapping potential, we uti-
lized SO(32) ∼ E8 × E8 decomposition. The resulting
gapped phase did not support the topological order due
to the unimodular property of the E8 lattice. In gen-
eral, even unimodular lattices exist in every dimensions
multiples of 8. For instance, in 16 dimensions, two even
unimodular lattice exist. We can combine the two E8 lat-
tices to build E8⊕E8, or we can consider the D16+ lattice
that tightly packs spheres in the 16 dimensional checker
board lattice as E8 similarly does in the 8 dimensions.
More interestingly, in 24 dimensions, the Leech lattice
emerges. The Leech lattice is the simplest even unimod-
ular lattice without any root vectors. This property of
the Leech lattice is related to the emergence of the per-
fect 1D metal phase that are immune to localizations124.
To this end, it would be interesting to study the proper-
ties of the different unimodular gapping potentials in the
higher dimensions.
Finally, we have shown that the presence of the E8
gapping potential is reflected by the cancellation of the
large gravitational anomaly. In gapped phases, the quan-
tum anomalies can be understood as the physical re-
sponse of the edge states. For instance, the gravitational
anomaly can be interpreted as the thermal pumping125
in the quantum Hall systems. We can perform the sim-
ilar analysis in the semimetallic or nodal superconduc-
tor phases by supporting auxiliary higher dimensional
bulk theory. For example, we can stack the 3D Weyl
semimetallic phases to construct the 4D quantum Hall
phase. When the nodal points are physically separated
by the 4D bulk, we can similarly consider the pumping
argument between the 3D surfaces. It would be inter-
esting to study how these anomalies manifest as physical
responses in the interacting systems.
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Appendix A: Symmetry transformation of chiral vortex
In this appendix, we verify the symmetry actions in defined Eq. (14) by explicitly solving for the chiral vortex
states in the continuum model. In the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7), each Weyl species labeled by µ degree of the freedom
is decoupled from each other. We can solve them separately. The Hamiltonian of µ = 1 sector is explicitly written as,
HSC−Dirac(k, r) =

kz k− |∆|e−iφ 0
k+ −kz 0 |∆|e−iφ
|∆|eiφ 0 −kz −k−
0 |∆|eiφ −k+ kz
 (A1)
where we omit the factor, ~vf . We set ∆(~r) = |∆|e−φ We rewrite the Hamiltonian in real space and approximate
kz = 0. Then, the Hamiltonian becomes
HSC−Dirac(k, r) =

0 −ie−iφ(∂r − ir∂φ) i|∆|e−iφ 0
ieiφ(∂r +
i
r∂φ) 0 0 i|∆|e−iφ−i|∆|eiφ 0 0 ie−iφ(∂r − ir∂φ)
0 −i|∆|eiφ −ieiφ(∂r + ir∂φ) 0
 (A2)
The above Hamiltonian possesses a zero mode vortex solution, which is given as,
1
r
e−|∆|r(−ie−iφ, 0, 0, ieiφ)T (A3)
The above solution has the dispersion kz when kz 6= 0. In the similar manner, when we translate ~r → ~r + ~ex,y, |∆|
transforms to −|∆|. The vortex solution can be similarly obtained as,
1
r
e−|∆|r(−ie−iφ, 0, 0, ieiφ)T (A4)
When we translate ~r → ~r+ ~ex±~ey2 , |∆|eiφ transforms to ±|∆|e−φ. In this case, the zero modes have a dispersion given
as, −kz. When ∆(~r) = |∆|e−iφ, the vortex solution can be obtained as,
1
r
e−|∆|r(0, ieiφ, ie−iφ, 0)T (A5)
When ∆(~r) = −|∆|e−iφ, the vortex solution can be obtained as,
1
r
e−|∆|r(0, ieiφ,−ie−iφ, 0)T (A6)
We similarly solve for µz = −1 sector to write down the full solution of 8 × 8 Hamiltonian. In the basis of
η = (c†↑,µ=1, c
†
↓,µ=1, c↓,µ=1,−c↑,µ=1, c†↑,µ=−1, c†↓,µ=−1, c↓,µ=−1,−c↑,µ=−1)T , the solutions below define the Dirac fermion
operators L and R. For ∆(~r) = |∆|eiφ,
Rx,y =
1
r
e−|∆|r(−ie−iφ, 0, 0, ieiφ, 0, ieiφ,−ie−iφ, 0)η. (A7)
For ∆(~r + ~ex,y) = −|∆|eiφ,
Rx+1,y+1 = R
†
x−1,y+1 =
1
r
e−|∆|r(ieiφ, 0, 0, ie−iφ, 0, ieiφ, ie−iφ, 0)η. (A8)
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For ∆(~r +
~ex+~ey
2 ) = |∆|e−iφ,
Lx,y+1 =
1
r
e−|∆|r(0, ieiφ, ie−iφ, 0, ie−iφ, 0, 0, ieiφ)η. (A9)
For ∆(~r +
~ex−~ey
2 ) = −|∆|e−iφ,
Lx+1,y =
1
r
e−|∆|r(0,−ieiφ, ie−iφ, 0, ie−iφ, 0, 0,−ieiφ)η. (A10)
The above solutions of the Dirac operators can be checked to satisfy the set of the symmetry transformation rules
defined in Eq. (14), according to the symmetry operators defined in the continuum limit in Eq. (3), (4). To see this,
we explicitly list the symmetry operations of the vortex operators. We omit the 1r e
−|∆|r and η for the simplicity.
Under the lattice translational tx and ty symmetries, the Dirac strings transform as,
µyτyRx,y =

0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0


−ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ
0
ieiφ
−ie−iφ
0

=

ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ
0
ieiφ
ie−iφ
0

= Rx+1,y+1 (A11)
µyτyLx,y+1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0


0
ieiφ
ie−iφ
0
ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ

=

0
−ieiφ
ie−iφ
0
ie−iφ
0
0
−ieiφ

= Lx+1,y (A12)
Under the glide mirror symmetry, the Dirac strings transform as,
GRx,y = szτyRx,y =

0 0 −i 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −i 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i
0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −i 0 0


−ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ
0
ieiφ
−ie−iφ
0

=

0
eiφ
−e−iφ
0
e−iφ
0
0
−eiφ

= i

0
−ieiφ
ie−iφ
0
−ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ

= iL†x+1,y(A13)
GLx,y+1 = szτyLx,y+1 =

0 0 −i 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −i 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i
0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −i 0 0


0
ieiφ
ie−iφ
0
ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ

=

−e−iφ
0
0
−eiφ
0
eiφ
e−iφ
0

= i

ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ
0
−ieiφ
−ie−iφ
0

= iR†x+1,y+1(A14)
Finally, under the time-reversal symmetry, the Dirac strings transform as,
TRx,y = isyKRx,y =

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0


−ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ
0
ieiφ
−ie−iφ
0

∗
=

0
ieiφ
ie−iφ
0
ie−iφ
0
0
ieiφ

= Lx,y+1 (A15)
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TLx,y−1 = isyKLx,y−1 =

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0


0
−ie−iφ
−ieiφ
0
−ieiφ
0
0
−ie−iφ

=

ie−iφ
0
0
−ieiφ
0
−ieiφ
ie−iφ
0

= −Rx,y (A16)
Appendix B: Commutation relations of the bosonic operator
In Eq. (38), we defined the equal-time commutation relation(ETCR) of the bosonic operator, which is given as,
[
φax,y(z), φ
a′
x′,y′(z
′)
]
= ca,a
′
x,y,x′,y′(z − z′)
ipi(−1)min{x,x′}+min{y,y′}[δxx′δyy′δaa′sgn(z′ − z) + σzδaa′δyy′sgn(x− x′) + σzδyy′sgn(a− a′)− σzsgn(y − y′)]. (B1)
The alternating factor, (−1)min{x,x′}+min{y,y′}, ensures that the adjacent wires counter-propagate each other while
the ETCR is antisymmetric under the interchange of (x, y, z, a) ⇔ (x′, y′, z′, a′). By taking the derivatives of z on
the ETCR, we find that the first term gives the canonical commutation relation between the conjugate bosonic fields,
which is given as,
[
φax,y(z), ∂z′φ
a′
x′,y′(z
′)
]
= 2pii(−1)x+yδxx′δyy′δaa′δ(z′ − z). (B2)
(−1)min{x,x′}+min{y,y′} is now replaced as (−1)x+y, taking account into the change of the propagating direction.
The remaining terms in (38) ensure the correct anticommutation relations
{
e±iφxy , e±iφx′y′
}
= 0 between the Dirac
fermions on distinct wires.
In addition, we make sure that the ETCR is consistent with the symmetries. Under the time-reversal symmetry
TA, the imaginary part changes the sign, which is given as,
TAc
a,a′
x,y,x′,y′(z − z′)T−1A = (B3)
−ipi(−1)min{x,x′}+min{y,y′}[δxx′δyy′δaa′sgn(z′ − z) + σzδaa′δyy′sgn(x− x′) + σzδyy′sgn(a− a′)− σzsgn(y − y′)]
= −ca,a′x,y,x′,y′(z − z′) = ca,a
′
x,y+1,x′,y+1′(z − z′).
Under the glide symmetry, G, all terms change the sign due to σz except for the sign function sgn(z − z′).
Gca,a
′
x,y,x′,y′(z − z′)G−1 = (B4)
ipi(−1)min{x,x′}+min{y,y′}[δxx′δyy′δaa′sgn(z′ − z)− σzδaa′δyy′sgn(x− x′)− σzδyy′sgn(a− a′) + σzsgn(y − y′)]
ipi(−1)min{x+1,x′+1}+min{y,y′}[δxx′δyy′δaa′sgn(z − z′) + σzδaa′δyy′sgn(x− x′) + σzδyy′sgn(a− a′)− σzsgn(y − y′)]
= ca,a
′
x+1,y,x′+1,y′(z
′ − z)
The remaining translational symmetries act trivially on ca,a
′
x,y,x′,y′(z − z′). As a result, the ETCR is consistent with
the symmetry transformations defined in Eq. (14).
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1. Explicit calculation of the Haldane nullity condition
In this appendix, we verify the Haldane nullity condition defined in Eq. (44). The nullity condition can be explicitly
expanded as, [
Θαx,y+1/2(z),Θ
α′
x′,y′+1/2(z
′)
]
= [α · (φAx,y(z) + φBx,y+1(z)),α′ · (φAx′,y′(z′) + φBx′,y′+1(z′))] (B5)
= αaα
′
a′ [(φ
a
x,y(z) + φ
r+a
x,y+1(z)), (φ
a′
x′,y′(z
′) + φr+a
′
x′,y′+1(z
′))]
= αaα
′
a′([φ
a
x,y(z),φ
a′
x′,y′(z
′)] + [φax,y(z),φ
r+a′
x′,y′+1(z
′)] + [φr+ax,y+1(z),φ
a′
x′,y′(z
′)] + [φr+ax,y+1(z),φ
r+a′
x′,y′+1(z
′)])
= ipi(−1)min{x,x′}αaα′a′×
((−1)min{y,y′+1}[− σzδy,y′+1 − σzsgn(y − (y′ + 1))]+ (−1)min{y+1,y′}[σzδy+1,y′ − σzsgn((y + 1)− y′)]) = 0
Therefore, the Haldane nullity condition is satisfied.
Appendix C: Theta function of E8 lattice
In this section, we verify the transformation of the partition functions into the theta function of the E8 lattice in
Eq. (90). The elements of the E8 lattice are 8 dimensional integer or half-integer vectors, which have the even sum.
It can be formally written as,
ΛE8 = {~x|~x ∈ Z8 ∪ (Z+
1
2
)8 and
8∑
i=1
xi ≡ 0(mod2)} (C1)
The theta function of the E8 lattice can be decomposed into the integers and the half integer contributions. Each
contribution can be re-written in terms of the theta functions of the different boundary sectors as,
ΘE8 =
∑
x∈ΛE8
epiiτ |x|
2
=
∑
x∈Z8∩∑8i=1 xi≡0(mod2)
epiiτ |x|
2
+
∑
x∈(Z+ 12 )8∩
∑8
i=1 xi≡0(mod2)
epiiτ |x|
2
(C2)
=
∑
xi∈Z
1
2
(1 + (−1)
∑
i xi)epiiτ
∑
i |xi|2 +
∑
xi∈(Z+ 12 )
1
2
(1 + (−1)
∑
i xi)epiiτ
∑
i |xi|2
=
1
2
[
∑
xi∈Z
epiiτ
∑
i |xi|2 +
∑
xi∈Z
(−1)
∑
i xiepiiτ
∑
i |xi|2 +
∑
xi∈(Z+ 12 )
epiiτ
∑
i |xi|2 +
∑
xi∈(Z+ 12 )
(−1)
∑
i xiepiiτ
∑
i |xi|2 ]
=
1
2
[
8∏
i=1
∑
xi∈Z
epiiτ |xi|
2
+
8∏
i=1
∑
xi∈Z
(−1)xiepiiτ |xi|2 +
8∏
i=1
∑
xi∈Z
epiiτ
∑
i |xi+ 12 |2 +
8∏
i=1
∑
xi∈Z
(−1)xi+ 12 epiiτ
∑
i |xi+ 12 |2 ]
= θ[0, 0](τ)8 + θ[0, 1/2](τ)8 + θ[1/2, 0](τ)8 + θ[1/2, 1/2](τ)8,
which verifies Eq. (90).
The theta function of the E8 lattice, ΘE8 , can be transformed into the theta function of the Minkowski embedded
E8 lattice. To do so, we rewrite ΘE8 in the basis of the simple roots as,
ΘE8 =
∑
x∈ΛE8
epiiτ |x|
2
=
∑
~n∈Z8
epiiτ |
∑8
i=1 niαi|2 =
∑
~n∈Z8
epiiτ(
∑8
i=1 niαi)·(
∑8
j=1 njαj) =
∑
~n∈Z8
epiiτ(
∑8
i,j=1 ni(KE8)ijnj) (C3)
where αi is the simple roots of the ’conventional’ E8 lattice defined in Eq. (69). The Cartan matrix can be written
as the scalar products of the Minkowski embedded simple roots defined in Eq. (74) as, αM,i · ηαM,j = (KE8)ij . By
using this property, we transform the theta function as,
ΘE8 =
∑
~n∈Z8
epiiτ(
∑8
i,j=1 ni(KE8)ijnj) (C4)
=
∑
~n∈Z8
epiiτ(
∑8
i=1 niαMi)·η(
∑8
j=1 njαMj) =
∑
~x∈E8,M
epiiτx·ηx ≡ ΘE8,M
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where the last line is the definition of the theta function embedded in the Minkowski metric. Moreover, we can attach
the counter-propagating Dirac wires as we constructed the gapping potential in Eq. (75).
ΘE8,M×U(1)×U(1)(τ) =
∑
~n∈Z10
epiiτ(
∑10
i=1 niαMi)·η(
∑10
j=1 njαMj) =
∑
~n∈Z10
epiiτ(
∑10
i,j=1 ni(KE8⊕σz)ijnj) (C5)
∑
~n∈Z10
epiiτ(
∑8
i,j=1 ni(KE8)ijnj+
∑10
i,j=9 ni(σz)ijnj) =
∑
~n∈Z2
epiiτ(
∑8
i,j=1 ni(σz)ijnj)
∑
~n∈Z8
epiiτ(
∑8
i,j=1 ni(KE8)ijnj)
= θ[0, 0](τ)θ[0, 0](−τ)ΘE8,M (τ)
Therefore, attaching the counter-propagating Dirac wire is equivalent to multiplying the product of the two theta
functions, θ[0, 0](τ)θ[0, 0](−τ).
